Data used in this study are available through the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (<http://adni.loni.usc.edu>).

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the leading cause of dementia in the aging population, affecting more than 30 million people worldwide \[[@pone.0138866.ref001]\]. AD is a degenerative brain disorder that causes a progressive decline in cognitive function, most notably memory loss, and other behavioral changes \[[@pone.0138866.ref002]\]. Individuals diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) have a substantially increased risk of developing clinical AD, and MCI is often considered to be a transitional phase between healthy cognitive aging and dementia \[[@pone.0138866.ref003],[@pone.0138866.ref004]\]. Thus, MCI represents a key prognostic and therapeutic target in the management of AD. However, MCI is a heterogeneous syndrome with varying clinical outcomes. Although up to 60% of MCI patients develop dementia within a ten-year period, many people remain cognitively stable or regain normal cognitive (NC) function \[[@pone.0138866.ref005],[@pone.0138866.ref006]\].

Increasing efforts have focused on building predictive models of AD dementia using pattern classification methods based on clinical, imaging, genetic, and fluid biomarkers \[[@pone.0138866.ref007]--[@pone.0138866.ref011]\]. This line of research dates back to earlier studies from the late 1980s and 1990s, which tended to use more conventional statistical modeling methods or focus on univariate prediction, and were generally limited by relatively small sample sizes. For example, some earlier studies demonstrated the ability of baseline neuropsychological measures to predict dementia in cognitively impaired individuals \[[@pone.0138866.ref012]--[@pone.0138866.ref014]\]. Other earlier studies showed that baseline atrophy of the hippocampus or the surrounding medial temporal lobe regions, as measured using structural neuroimaging, could predict subsequent progression to dementia \[[@pone.0138866.ref015]--[@pone.0138866.ref017]\]. Prognostic classification of MCI at the individual patient level has the potential to improve clinical trial design, identify patients for early treatment, as well as guide clinical and patient decision-making. In this study, we develop a multivariate prognostic model \[[@pone.0138866.ref018]\] for predicting MCI-to-dementia progression using baseline data from the Alzheimer\'s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) \[[@pone.0138866.ref019]\]. We focus on using widely available, cost-effective, and minimally-invasive data sources, including: (a) clinical data, such as risk factors and cognitive / functional assessments; (b) morphometric measures derived from a structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of the brain; and (c) blood plasma-based proteomic data. Much of this data is already routinely collected during the clinical workup of dementia and clinical trials.

We use a kernel-based classifier to predict future dementia status of MCI patients by incorporating heterogeneous (clinical, MRI, and proteomic) data. Kernel-based learning algorithms use "kernel functions" to encode the degree of similarity between examples in a dataset based on their features \[[@pone.0138866.ref020],[@pone.0138866.ref021]\], such as individual MCI patients described by their unique biomarker patterns. We apply an extension of this methodology, known as multiple kernel learning (MKL), which allows integration of complementary information derived from different sources or representations of the data using separate kernels \[[@pone.0138866.ref022]\]. Recent studies suggest that multiple-kernel classifiers may integrate heterogeneous data more effectively than conventional single-kernel classifiers, improving classification of AD and MCI subjects by as much as 3--11% \[[@pone.0138866.ref023]--[@pone.0138866.ref025]\].

The prevailing approach in the literature has been to consider prediction of MCI-to-dementia progression as a non-probabilistic binary classification task, where all patients are unequivocally assigned to either the progressive MCI (P-MCI) or the non-progressive MCI (N-MCI) group \[[@pone.0138866.ref023],[@pone.0138866.ref026]--[@pone.0138866.ref028]\]. Sir William Osler (1849--1919), a pre-eminent physician of the 20th century, is credited with stating that "medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability" \[[@pone.0138866.ref029]\]. In this spirit, we adopt a recently proposed implementation of MKL that generates probabilistic predictions using Bayesian inference \[[@pone.0138866.ref030]\]. We anticipated that probabilistic prediction of MCI-to-dementia progression would provide clinically useful information beyond what is afforded by binary, non-probabilistic classification. Reliable probabilistic prediction would allow stratification of MCI patients into multiple groups according to the risk of progression. Alternatively, the probability associated with each individual prediction can be used as a measure of confidence, which in turn can be used to withhold the decision about future dementia status for ambiguous ("low confidence") MCI cases. This approach is often referred to as classification with a "reject option" \[[@pone.0138866.ref031]\].

The objectives of this study were to determine whether: (a) clinical, MRI, and plasma proteomic data capture complementary information regarding the progression from MCI to dementia; (b) this information is more effectively learned using a multiple-kernel classifier as opposed to a single-kernel classifier; (c) the performance of our prognostic model is sensitive to patient heterogeneity; (d) model performance can be improved by taking into account the confidence of the predictions; and (e) the model\'s probabilistic predictions reflect any information regarding the time to progression for P-MCI patients.

Materials and Methods {#sec006}
=====================

Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------

Data used in this study were obtained from the ADNI database (<http://adni.loni.usc.edu>). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and non-profit organizations as a public-private partnership. ADNI is an observational study with both cross-sectional and longitudinal follow-up components. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether neuroimaging, fluid and genetic biomarkers, and cognitive assessments can be combined to measure the progression of MCI and early AD. The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California--San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many co-investigators from a broad range of academic institutions and private corporations, and subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across the U.S. and Canada. The first phase of ADNI (ADNI-1) was completed in 2010 and has been followed by ADNI-GO and ADNI-2. For up-to-date information, see [www.adni-info.org](http://www.adni-info.org).

In this study, we analyzed baseline visit data collected from MCI subjects who were recruited during ADNI-1. The various datasets were downloaded on or before the following dates: Clinical data--August 20, 2011; Structural MRI data--August 3, 2011; Plasma proteomic data--June 16, 2012. All subjects and their study partners completed the informed consent process, and the study protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at each ADNI data collection site.

Subjects {#sec008}
--------

The general eligibility, inclusion, and exclusion criteria for ADNI subjects can be found on the ADNI website ([www.adni-info.org](http://www.adni-info.org)) and are summarized in section 1.1 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. MCI subjects met the Petersen (Mayo Clinic) diagnostic criteria for amnestic MCI \[[@pone.0138866.ref032]\] as follows: (a) a subjective memory complaint; (b) objective memory loss, as measured by age- and education-adjusted scores on Wechsler Memory Scale Logical Memory II, but without significant impairment in other cognitive domains; (c) generally preserved activities of daily living; and (d) no dementia. MCI subjects also had MMSE scores of 24--30 and a global score of 0.5 on the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale.

From a total of 390 individuals with a baseline diagnosis of MCI who were recruited for ADNI-1, 289 subjects met criteria for inclusion as part of either the P-MCI or N-MCI group in this study. Thirty (\~10%) of these subjects were further excluded due to partially missing baseline data. [Table 1](#pone.0138866.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the characteristics of the MCI subjects included in this study (n = 259). Progressors (P-MCI; n = 139) included MCI subjects who progressed to AD-type dementia within 36 months (median: 18 months) of entering the study, as indicated by the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for the diagnosis of probable AD \[[@pone.0138866.ref033]\]. Non-progressors (N-MCI; n = 120) included MCI subjects who had not progressed to dementia within 36 months of entering the study. This group included subjects who remained cognitively stable (n = 107; did not revert to NC status and did not develop dementia) or those who reverted to NC status and remained dementia-free (n = 13).

10.1371/journal.pone.0138866.t001

###### Subject characteristics at baseline.

![](pone.0138866.t001){#pone.0138866.t001g}

  Characteristic        N-MCI (n = 120)   P-MCI (n = 139)   *p*-value
  --------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------
  Age, years            74.8 ± 7.6        74.8 ± 7.1        \>0.5^a^
  Education, years      15.7 ± 2.9        15.6 ± 2.9        \>0.5^a^
  Sex, % female         28.3              38.1              0.097^b^
  APOE ε4 carriers, %   41.7              66.2              \<0.001^b^
  MMSE score            27.6 ± 1.7        26.7 ± 1.7        \<0.001^a^

Values are shown as mean ± standard deviation or percentage. P-values for differences between N-MCI and P-MCI are based on (a) t-test or (b) chi-square test. N-MCI = non-progressive MCI; P-MCI = progressive MCI; APOE = apolipoprotein E; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination.

Data Collection and Follow-up {#sec009}
-----------------------------

At study entry (baseline), all subjects underwent a comprehensive clinical evaluation, cognitive/functional assessments, and a structural brain MRI scan. Subjects also provided a blood sample for apolipoprotein E (*APOE*) genotyping and proteomic analysis. Subjects were then followed longitudinally at specific time points (6, 12, 18, 24, 36 months). The clinical status of each MCI subject was re-assessed at each follow-up visit and updated to reflect one of several outcomes (NC, MCI, AD, or other). The N-MCI and P-MCI group designations were based on this follow-up clinical diagnosis and used as the "ground truth" in our classification experiments.

Clinical Data {#sec010}
-------------

We considered a total of 186 clinical variables (features) as potential predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression in our classification analyses. Clinical features were of two types: risk factors (16 features) and assessments/markers (170 features). Risk factors included: age, sex, education, *APOE* genotype, family history of dementia, cerebrovascular disease risk factors, body mass index, and history of psychiatric disorders, alcohol abuse, head trauma, and sleep apnea (see section 1.2 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The total scores and sub-scores on the following cognitive, functional, and clinical assessments were considered: Mini-Mental State Examination, Clinical Dementia Rating scale, Functional Activities Questionnaire, Geriatric Depression Scale, Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire, Modified Hachinski Ischemic Scale, American National Adult Reading Test, WMS-III Logical Memory, Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive sub-scale, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, verbal (category) fluency test, Boston Naming Test, digit span test, Trail Making Test, Digit-Symbol Coding Test, and Clock-Drawing Test (see section 1.2 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further description). We also included data on whether MCI subjects were on a regimen of AD medications (cholinesterase inhibitors and memantine), a factor shown to be associated with greater cognitive impairment and faster progression to dementia \[[@pone.0138866.ref034]\]. Recent studies suggest that cognitive and functional markers may be at least as effective as imaging and fluid biomarkers in predicting MCI-to-dementia progression \[[@pone.0138866.ref026],[@pone.0138866.ref035]--[@pone.0138866.ref037]\].

Structural MRI Data {#sec011}
-------------------

MRI offers a non-invasive, widely available, and more cost-effective alternative for obtaining imaging biomarkers of AD-related neurodegeneration (e.g. atrophy measures) compared to positron emission tomography (PET) \[[@pone.0138866.ref038]\]. We considered 452 region of interest (ROI)-based morphometric measures computed from individual structural MRI scans as potential predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression. We generated MRI features for classification using an atlas-based ROI method rather than a voxel-based method in an effort to reduce the dimensionality of the MRI dataset and increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting features.

Subjects received high resolution T1-weighted MRI scans of the brain at 1.5 Tesla acquired using a variety of scanners (General Electric, Philips, or Siemens) and a standardized protocol \[[@pone.0138866.ref039]\]. Each MRI dataset was post-processed using FreeSurfer v5.0.0 (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>) \[[@pone.0138866.ref040]--[@pone.0138866.ref043]\], an image processing software tool for (a) automated model-based reconstruction and segmentation of the brain\'s cortical surface and subcortical structures and (b) morphometric analysis. Finally, a variety of morphometric measures were computed across 180 anatomically-defined brain regions as MRI features for classification, including cortical and subcortical volumes, mean cortical thickness (and its standard deviation), surface area, and curvature. FreeSurfer-derived morphometric MRI measures have been validated in studies of normal aging, MCI, and AD \[[@pone.0138866.ref044]--[@pone.0138866.ref046]\]. See section 1.3 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details on MRI acquisition and processing.

Plasma Proteomic Data {#sec012}
---------------------

Plasma-based proteomic biomarkers have been proposed as an alternative for the early diagnosis of AD to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)-based biomarkers \[[@pone.0138866.ref047],[@pone.0138866.ref048]\]. However, the utility of plasma biomarkers in predicting MCI-to-dementia progression remains controversial given the conflicting findings in the literature \[[@pone.0138866.ref049],[@pone.0138866.ref050]\]. Moreover, at the time of the present study, there were no published reports that utilized the ADNI dataset and pattern classification methods to examine the predictive utility of plasma proteomic biomarkers for predicting MCI-to-dementia progression in combination with clinical and imaging biomarkers (unlike the case with CSF biomarkers). For these reasons, and because blood plasma samples are arguably less invasive and more routinely obtained than CSF samples, we examined plasma proteomic biomarkers as an alternative to CSF biomarkers. Specifically, in addition to clinical and MRI features, we considered 149 features based on plasma protein levels in this study. Plasma samples were analyzed by Rules-Based Medicine (RBM) (Austin, TX) using their Human DiscoveryMAP multiplex immunoassay, which is based on the Luminex xMAP platform \[[@pone.0138866.ref051]\]. This immunoassay panel of 190 analytes included proteins previously reported to be involved in cell-signaling and/or associated with a variety of disease processes, including AD, metabolic disorders, inflammation, cancer, and cardiovascular disease. The ADNI team, in collaboration with the Biomarkers Consortium, identified 146 (out of 190) analytes that met quality control standards. We used the cleaned, quality-controlled (QC) dataset containing these 146 analytes, labelled "ADNI Plasma QC Multiplex 11Nov2010". Further details about the RBM immunoassay and QC procedures can be found in the data primer, "Biomarkers Consortium Project: Use of Targeted Multiplex Proteomic Strategies to Identify Plasma-Based Biomarkers in Alzheimer's Disease" (available at <http://adni.loni.usc.edu>). We also considered the plasma levels of amyloid-β proteins (Aβ42, Aβ40, and Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio), which were assayed by the ADNI Biomarker Core Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. Aβ42 and Aβ40 have been identified as the major molecular species contributing to the amyloid ("senile") plaques, a pathological hallmark of AD \[[@pone.0138866.ref052]\].

Feature Selection and Pattern Classification Approach {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------

Analyses were conducted using MATLAB R2010b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). We applied a series of transformations to the feature data prior to conducting feature selection and classification analyses (see section 1.4 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Feature selection is a dimensionality reduction strategy that involves identifying a small but informative subset of the original features for classification; it can help avoid model overfitting, improve model performance, and produce models that are easier to interpret and potentially more time- and cost-efficient to develop and use \[[@pone.0138866.ref053]\]. We adopted a combined filter-wrapper approach to efficiently identify a subset of features that can be used to effectively discriminate between P-MCI and N-MCI. In the "filter" stage, we defined feature subsets of different sizes (ranging from 1 to 50 features) using the Joint Mutual Information (JMI) criterion \[[@pone.0138866.ref054]\], as implemented in the FEAST toolbox (<http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~gbrown/fstoolbox>) \[[@pone.0138866.ref055]\]. JMI-based feature selection favors features that are maximally relevant to the classification task while being minimally redundant and maximally complementary with previously selected features. In the "wrapper" stage, we evaluated these feature subsets in terms of cross-validated classification accuracy and determined the optimal number of features to be used as a parameter in the final model. Additional details can be found in section 1.5 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In this study, we use the probabilistic multiple kernel learning (pMKL) classification approach proposed by Damoulas et al. (<http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/inference/pMKL>) \[[@pone.0138866.ref030],[@pone.0138866.ref056],[@pone.0138866.ref057]\] to build several prognostic models of dementia. pMKL is a kernel-based classifier similar to the widely used support vector machine (SVM) \[[@pone.0138866.ref020],[@pone.0138866.ref021]\]. Kernel classifiers rely on the use of kernel functions to map the original feature data into an inner product space that encodes similarity between examples (e.g. patients). The algorithm learns to classify new examples based on this similarity information. The pMKL classifier, like an SVM, can be used in either the single-kernel mode or the multiple-kernel mode. In the latter case, referred to as multiple kernel learning (MKL), separate kernels are used to encode information from different sources or representations of the data \[[@pone.0138866.ref022]\]. For further details on the kernels and MKL, see section 1.6 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. While by design the SVM is a non-probabilistic classifier, the pMKL classifier directly produces probabilistic predictions.

The pMKL classifier is based on a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) regression framework using the multinomial probit likelihood \[[@pone.0138866.ref030]\] given by: $$\left. P\mspace{180mu}(Y_{n} = i \middle| W,k_{n}^{\beta\mspace{180mu}\Theta}) = E_{p\mspace{180mu}\mspace{180mu}(u)}\left\{ {{\prod\limits_{j \neq i}{\Phi(u + (w_{i} - w_{j})}}\mspace{180mu} k_{n}^{\beta\mspace{180mu}\Theta})} \right\} \right.$$ where *E* is the expectation with respect to the standard normal distribution *p*(*u*) = *N*(0,1) and Ф is the cumulative distribution function. This function computes the probability *P* that example *n* belongs to class/outcome *i* (as opposed to class *j*) given the feature data (in the form of a kernel matrix $k_{n}^{\beta\mspace{180mu}\Theta}$) and regression coefficients *W*. The regression coefficients reflect the weight with which training examples used to construct the model vote for a particular class/outcome. The posterior probability *P* is determined using Bayesian estimation methods (for details see \[[@pone.0138866.ref057]\]) and captures the uncertainty or the degree of confidence associated with each prediction. Non-probabilistic classification can be achieved by predicting the class/outcome with the largest posterior probability (\>50% for binary classification).

Experimental Design and Analysis {#sec014}
--------------------------------

We built and examined a series of nine predictive models, each designed to classify individual patients as belonging to either the N-MCI or the P-MCI group. Models 1--5 were constructed using a single, linear kernel and were designed to assess the predictive utility of different data sources, alone and in combination. First, a separate single-source model was constructed for clinical risk factors (model 1; \'CRF\'), clinical assessments / markers (model 2; \'CAM\'), MRI markers (model 3; \'MRI\'), and plasma proteomic markers (model 4; \'PPM\'). Second, a multi-source model was constructed where all features across the four data sources (CRF, CAM, MRI, and PPM) were concatenated and considered jointly during feature selection and classifier training steps (model 5; \'CONCAT\'). We also constructed a set of multiple-kernel, multi-source models (models 6--9) to examine whether multiple kernel learning can be used to improve upon the predictive performance achieved with the single-kernel model (see section 1.7 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In subsequent analyses, we studied the best performing model from the set of nine models examined. First, we examined the extent to which patient heterogeneity affects model accuracy; we examined the effects of age, sex, educational level, *APOE* genotype, presence of cerebrovascular risk factors, off-label use of AD medications, history of depression, and time to progression. Second, we examined the relationship between predictive confidence and model accuracy. Predictive confidence was defined as the difference between the predicted probabilities for the two classes/outcomes (N-MCI and P-MCI). Finally, we examined whether there is an association between the predicted probabilities and time to progression for P-MCI patients.

Model Performance and Cross-Validation {#sec015}
--------------------------------------

For each model (1--9), we report several cross-validated measures of predictive performance. We report sensitivity (percent of P-MCI subjects correctly classified) and specificity (percent of N-MCI subjects correctly classified) as measures of classification accuracy \[[@pone.0138866.ref058]\]. The balanced accuracy rate (BAR), defined as \[sensitivity + specificity\] / 2, was used as the primary measure of model performance. We also assessed model calibration as a secondary performance measure. Calibration is an important measure of performance for probabilistic classification models and assesses the reliability of the probabilistic predictions \[[@pone.0138866.ref059],[@pone.0138866.ref060]\]. The agreement between predicted and actual probabilities (risk of MCI-to-dementia progression) was quantified using the concordance correlation coefficient (CCC; see section 1.8 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0138866.ref061]\]. Finally, we report the area under the curve (AUC) from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis as a measure of model discrimination \[[@pone.0138866.ref062]\].

We used a nested stratified cross-validation (CV) procedure ([Fig 1](#pone.0138866.g001){ref-type="fig"}) to avoid model overfitting and optimistically-biased estimates of model performance \[[@pone.0138866.ref063]--[@pone.0138866.ref065]\]. The procedure consisted of two nested CV loops, each implementing 10-fold stratified CV: an outer loop, designed to obtain an unbiased estimate of model performance, and an inner loop, designed to select the optimal number of features for the final model (see section 1.9 in [S1 File](#pone.0138866.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). Although during each CV fold the model was developed using data from 90% of the subjects and tested using data from the remaining 10% of the subjects, the model was eventually cross-validated on all 259 subjects. For better replicability, the nested 10-fold CV procedure was repeated 10 times with different partitions of the data, generating 100 performance estimate values for significance testing. We used a modified paired sample *t*-test with 10 degrees of freedom calibrated for 10x10 CV experiments \[[@pone.0138866.ref066]\] to test for significant differences in performance between model pairs. All statistical tests were considered significant at the *P* \< 0.05 level.

![Nested 10-fold cross-validation (CV) procedure for model development and evaluation.\
(1) In the outer CV loop, the dataset was partitioned into the \'Model Development Set\' and \'Test Set\'. (2) In the inner CV loop, the \'Model Development Set\' was further partitioned into the \'Training Set\' and \'Validation Set\'. (3) Several classifiers were trained using only the \'Training Set\' and a varying number (1--50) of the most informative features, as identified with the Joint Mutual Information (JMI) method. (4) These classifiers were evaluated on the \'Validation Set\', and (5) the number of features that produced maximal classification accuracy was selected as the optimal number of features (D~OPTIMAL~). (6) The final model was then constructed by training a classifier using the \'Model Development Set\' and the optimal number of JMI-based features, D~OPTIMAL~. (7) An unbiased estimate of model performance was obtained by evaluating the final model on the held out \'Test Set\', which was not used during feature selection, model (parameter) selection, or final model construction. Both the outer and inner CV loops used a 10-fold CV design.](pone.0138866.g001){#pone.0138866.g001}

Results {#sec016}
=======

Predictive Performance of Single-Source and Multi-Source Models {#sec017}
---------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#pone.0138866.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0138866.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} summarize the predictive performance of models 1--9. Validation and test set accuracies (V-BAR and T-BAR) were within 3% of each other for all models, and in many cases \<1% apart, indicating that model overfitting was minimal and that our nested cross-validation procedure was effective. We compared the various models in terms of their classification accuracy (indicated by the balanced accuracy rate on the test set, T-BAR) and calibration (indicated by the CCC). The accuracies of all four single-source models (1--4: CRF, CAM, MRI, PPM) exceeded chance-level (all *P* \< 0.01, one-sample *t*-test), although they varied from a low of 53.2% for PPM to a high of 76.1% for CAM. The CAM model outperformed the other three single-source models on accuracy (all *P* \< 0.001, paired-sample *t*-test). The CAM and MRI models were well-calibrated, as indicated by high positive CCC (both *P* \< 0.001) while the PPM model showed poor calibration (CCC not different from zero, *P* \> 0.3). The single-kernel, multi-source model 5 (CONCAT), in which all features across the four data sources were considered jointly, outperformed all four single-source models (all *P* \< 0.001, paired-sample *t*-test) with an accuracy of 80.0%. The calibration of the CONCAT model, as measured by the CCC, was statistically similar to that of CAM and MRI models (both *P* \> 0.3) and better than that of the PPM model (*P* \< 0.001). None of the four multiple-kernel, multi-source models considered (models 6--9) outperformed the single-kernel CONCAT model in terms of classification accuracy. However, model 6 (\'MKL-Gaussian\', a multi-source model constructed using 5 Gaussian kernels) outperformed the single-kernel CONCAT model in terms of calibration, as indicated by a higher CCC (*P \<* 0.05), while maintaining a similar accuracy of 79.9%. Based on its classification accuracy and calibration, model 6 (MKL-Gaussian) was selected as the best performing model to be studied in subsequent analyses. [Fig 2](#pone.0138866.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the learning, ROC, and calibration curves that further characterize the predictive performance of the MKL-Gaussian model. In the case of our best performing model (MKL-Gaussian), a median of 10 ± 3 features were selected as predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression.

![Performance curves for the best performing (MKL-Gaussian) model.\
A: The learning curve shows validation accuracy as a function of the number of features in the model (line graph with 95% confidence intervals). Juxtaposed is a histogram showing the frequency with which a given number of features was identified as the optimal (most accurate) number of features across 100 trials of the 10x10 cross-validation experiment (median = 10 ± 3). B: Receiver operating characteristic curve (blue line; AUC = 0.87), showing the trade-off between sensitivity (true positive rate, TPR) and 1 --specificity (false positive rate, FPR). The area under the curve (AUC) measures how well the model discriminates between N-MCI and P-MCI patients. The black diagonal line represents random classifier performance (AUC = 0.5). C: Calibration curve, indicating the degree to which the model\'s predicted probabilities (risk) of MCI-to-dementia progression agree with the actual probabilities of progression. With a perfectly calibrated model, we expect complete agreement between predicted and actual probabilities (diagonal line).](pone.0138866.g002){#pone.0138866.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0138866.t002

###### Cross-validated performance estimates for single-source and multi-source models.

![](pone.0138866.t002){#pone.0138866.t002g}

  Model (\#)         V-BAR (%)    T-BAR (%)     Sn (%)        Sp (%)        AUC-ROC       CCC           *D*~OPTIMAL~ / Total
  ------------------ ------------ ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------------
  *Single Source*                                                                                       
  CRF (1)            62.0 ± 1.4   61.8 ± 7.7    65.3 ± 12.7   58.3 ± 11.7   0.61 ± 0.12   \#            1 ± 0 / 16
  CAM (2)            77.9 ± 1.4   76.1 ± 7.2    76.9 ± 9.5    75.3 ± 11.2   0.83 ± 0.07   0.92 ± 0.03   15 ± 10 / 170
  MRI (3)            71.4 ± 1.6   69.1 ± 8.5    68.5 ± 11.8   69.6 ± 12.4   0.76 ± 0.09   0.91 ± 0.03   10 ± 5 / 452
  PPM (4)            56.0 ± 2.7   53.2 ± 10.0   51.2 ± 12.9   55.3 ± 14.1   0.54 ± 0.11   0.10 ± 0.31   40 ± 10 / 149
  *Multi-Source*                                                                                        
  CONCAT (5)         79.7 ± 1.4   80.0 ± 7.3    80.3 ± 10.6   79.8 ± 10.9   0.86 ± 0.07   0.93 ± 0.02   10 ± 3 / 787
  MKL-Gaussian (6)   80.3 ± 1.3   79.9 ± 6.8    83.4 ± 9.9    76.4 ± 12.3   0.87 ± 0.07   0.95 ± 0.01   10 ± 3 / 787

For each model, several measures of predictive performance are shown (mean ± standard deviation), including balanced accuracy rate on the validation set (V-BAR) and the test set (T-BAR), sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), area under the curve (AUC), and concordance correlation coefficient (CCC). D~OPTIMAL~ is the optimal number of features (shown as median ± median absolute deviation); this parameter was determined via cross-validation (see text). The total number of potential features considered when building each model is shown for reference. Performance estimates for models 7--9 are shown in [S1 Table](#pone.0138866.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. CRF = Clinical Risk Factors, CAM = Clinical Assessments/Markers, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, PPM = Plasma Proteomic Markers. Models 1--4: single linear kernel using features only from the given data source (CRF, CAM, MRI, PPM). Model 5 (CONCAT): single linear kernel, concatenating features from all data sources. Model 6 (MKL-Gaussian): 5 Gaussian kernels using features from all data sources. \# Robust estimate of CCC could not be obtained for model 1 because only \<10 probability sub-intervals could be defined when conducting calibration analysis.

Predictors of MCI-to-Dementia Progression {#sec018}
-----------------------------------------

[Fig 3](#pone.0138866.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the top 10 features that were most frequently selected as baseline predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression for each of the single-source models (CRF, CAM, MRI, PPM) and two multi-source models (CONCAT and MKL-Gaussian). [Fig 4](#pone.0138866.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the topography of the brain regions selected as predictors in the single-source MRI model and the multi-source models (CONCAT and MKL-Gaussian). Among the features considered for selection in the CRF model, only the number of *APOE* epsilon 4 alleles was selected with a high degree of consistency. Other candidate CRF features, including age, were selected infrequently. The features most frequently selected in the CAM model included total scores and sub-scores on three assessments: Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive sub-scale (ADAS-Cog), Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ), and Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT). In the MRI model, the most frequently selected features included volume and cortical thickness measures for several temporoparietal brain regions with a preference toward the left hemisphere (8/10 features). In the PPM model, the most frequently selected features included proteins associated with vascular processes, immune function and inflammation, and lipid metabolism. In the case of multi-source models--both the single-kernel (CONCAT) model and the best performing, multiple-kernel (MKL-Gaussian) model--only CAM and MRI features were consistently selected as predictors ([Fig 3](#pone.0138866.g003){ref-type="fig"}). CAM predictors included the 13-item total score and constructional praxis sub-score on the ADAS-Cog, the total score and memory question sub-score on the FAQ, as well as the sum of scores across trials 1--5, trial 5 sub-score, and trial 6 sub-score on the RAVLT. MRI predictors included left hippocampal volume, left middle temporal cortical thickness, and left inferior parietal cortical thickness ([Fig 4](#pone.0138866.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Top 10 most frequently selected features as baseline predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression.\
Features are shown separately for each single-source model: CRF (blue), CAM (green), MRI (red), PPM (yellow). A subset of these features (dashed line) was selected as part of both the single-kernel (CONCAT) and the multiple-kernel (MKL-Gaussian) multi-source models and included only CAM and MRI features. The selection frequency across 100 trials of the 10x10 cross-validation experiment is shown in parentheses as: (\#) for single-source model only or (\#/\#) for both single/multi-source (MKL-Gaussian) models. APOE = apolipoprotein E, ADAS-Cog = Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive sub-scale, FAQ = Functional Activities Questionnaire, RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, VOL = volume, CT = cortical thickness.](pone.0138866.g003){#pone.0138866.g003}

![Regional MRI predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression.\
Morphometric measures (volumes and cortical thickness) for brain regions shown in both warm and cool colors were selected as predictors in the single-source MRI model. Morphometric measures for a subset of these regions, shown in warm colors (red, orange, yellow), were also selected as predictors in multi-source (CONCAT and MKL-Gaussian) models. Regions of interest are overlaid on top of 3-D model reconstructions of the brain (gray). Top row: lateral view of the cerebral hemispheres. Center: close-up view of the hippocampus-amygdala complex. Bottom row: medial view of the cerebral hemispheres.](pone.0138866.g004){#pone.0138866.g004}

As a confirmatory analysis, we compared N-MCI and P-MCI groups on each of the baseline predictors identified in the multi-source models ([Fig 5](#pone.0138866.g005){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, there was a robust statistically significant difference between the two MCI groups for all predictor variables (all *P* \< 0.001, independent sample *t*-test). P-MCI subjects were more cognitively and functionally impaired at baseline than N-MCI subjects, as indicated by higher scores on the ADAS-Cog and FAQ. Relative to N-MCI subjects, P-MCI subjects had a more pronounced verbal memory impairment at baseline, as indicated by lower scores on the RAVLT. P-MCI subjects also showed signs of atrophy in temporoparietal brain regions at baseline, as indicated by reduced hippocampal volume as well as reduced middle temporal and inferior parietal cortical thickness relative to N-MCI subjects. In this study, we excluded data from 131 out of 390 (\~34%) MCI subjects in the ADNI-1 database because they either did not meet our inclusion criteria or due to missing data. No differences were found between included (n = 259) and excluded (n = 131) subjects on any of the baseline predictor variables ([S1 Fig](#pone.0138866.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that a selection bias is unlikely to have been introduced due to our exclusion of subjects.

![Comparison between N-MCI and P-MCI groups on baseline predictor variables.\
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Significant group differences were present for all predictor variables (all P \< 0.001). Vol. = volume, CT = cortical thickness, ADAS-Cog = Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive sub-scale, FAQ = Functional Activities Questionnaire, RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, L. = Left, Constr. = Constructional](pone.0138866.g005){#pone.0138866.g005}

Effect of Patient Characteristics on Model Performance {#sec019}
------------------------------------------------------

Further analysis of the best performing (MKL-Gaussian) model revealed that overall the model generated more accurate predictions regarding MCI-to-dementia progression for subjects with the following characteristics ([Fig 6A--6G](#pone.0138866.g006){ref-type="fig"}): older age; females; higher educational level; *APOE* epsilon 4 allele non-carriers; not using AD medications; multiple cerebrovascular disease risk factors; or a history of depression. The particular effects on sensitivity and specificity were more variable. In the case of P-MCI subjects, classification accuracy was inversely related to the time to progression from MCI to dementia ([Fig 6H](#pone.0138866.g006){ref-type="fig"}): 0--6 months (93.1%), 6--12 months (89.3%), 12--18 months (87.6%), 18--24 months (74.8%), 24--36 months (71.3%). MCI-to-dementia progression could be predicted with substantially greater accuracy if it occurred within the first 18 months after baseline (89.4%) rather than during months 18--36 (73.3%).

![Effect of patient characteristics on classification accuracy.\
The classification accuracy of the model (MKL-Gaussian) varied with baseline demographic (A-C), genetic (D), and clinical (E-G) characteristics. Panel E compares MCI patients who were on a regimen of AD medications versus those who were not. Panel F compares patients according to the number of pre-existing conditions in their medical history that are considered to be cerebrovascular disease (CVD) risk factors, including diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease, hypertension, smoking, hyperlipidemia, and stroke. The classification accuracy of the model varied inversely with time to progression for P-MCI patients (H). The overall accuracy of the model (as found in [Table 2](#pone.0138866.t002){ref-type="table"}) is shown for reference as a dashed line. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals across cross-validation trials. BAR = Balanced Accuracy Rate, Sn = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity, y/o = years old, H.S. = high school, Hx = history, APOE = apolipoprotein E, AD = Alzheimer\'s disease.](pone.0138866.g006){#pone.0138866.g006}

Predictive Confidence and Accuracy {#sec020}
----------------------------------

We investigated whether probabilistic outputs from the pMKL classifier could be used to improve the classification accuracy of our prognostic model by permitting only \"high confidence" predictions to be made. As we raised the level of confidence required to make predictions, the accuracy of the model gradually increased ([Fig 7](#pone.0138866.g007){ref-type="fig"}). However, this increase in classification accuracy came at a cost; with increasing minimum level of confidence required, the model was able to make such \"high confidence\" predictions for an increasingly smaller proportion of patients. For example, requiring a minimum predictive confidence level of 0.4 (corresponding to predicted probabilities of 0.70 for P-MCI and 0.30 for N-MCI or vice versa), improved model accuracy from 79.9% (83.4% sensitivity, 76.4% specificity) to 87.4% (91.7% sensitivity, 83.2% specificity). This improved accuracy was achieved by allowing predictions to be made only for the top \~73% most confident patient cases, while designating the predictions for the other \~27% of patient cases as "ambiguous" or "low confidence". We also examined whether probabilistic outputs from the pMKL classifier reflect the time to progression information for individual P-MCI subjects. Correlation analysis revealed that there was a small but statistically significant negative association between the predicted probability (risk) of progression and the time to progression (i.e. larger probability of progression was associated with shorter time to progression; r = -0.20, *P* \< 0.05, Spearman correlation).

![Model accuracy as a function of predictive confidence.\
Increasing the minimum confidence required to make predictions resulted in improved model accuracy (solid and dashed lines; left y-axis), albeit at the cost of a decreasing proportion of MCI patients for whom \"high confidence\" predictions could be made (white bars; right y-axis). Predictive confidence was defined as the difference between the predicted probabilities for the N-MCI and P-MCI groups. BAR = Balanced Accuracy Rate, Sn = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity.](pone.0138866.g007){#pone.0138866.g007}

Discussion {#sec021}
==========

Predictive Utility of Clinical, MRI, and Plasma Proteomic Data {#sec022}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Cognitive and functional (CF) assessments proved to be the most accurate (76.1%) in predicting MCI-to-dementia progression. Likewise, other studies have reported that CF markers are more predictive of MCI-to-dementia progression than structural MRI and CSF biomarkers during a two-year period \[[@pone.0138866.ref035],[@pone.0138866.ref026]\]. Plasma proteomic data had the lowest predictive accuracy (53.2%), which was only marginally better than chance. In addition, the median number of plasma proteomic features selected as predictors was substantially larger than that for other data sources (40 versus 15 or less). This suggests that as a potential source of biomarkers, plasma proteomic data have a low signal-to-noise ratio and limited utility for predicting MCI-to-dementia progression over a three-year period. Using a different pattern classification strategy, Johnstone and colleagues \[[@pone.0138866.ref050]\] also found that plasma-based proteomic measures could not reliably discriminate between P-MCI and N-MCI subjects. The predictive accuracy of MRI measures (69.1%) and clinical risk factors (61.8%) was found to be intermediate between that of CF assessments and plasma proteomic measures. Multi-source models (CONCAT and MKL-Gaussian) yielded an improvement in predictive accuracy up to \~80%--beyond that achieved with any single source of data alone. In these more accurate models, only CF assessment scores and morphometric MRI measures were consistently identified as predictors, indicating that these data sources provide complementary information regarding MCI-to-dementia progression. In contrast, clinical risk factors and plasma proteomic measures were not consistently selected as predictors, indicating that these data sources provide limited or redundant information about progression.

Interestingly, we found that our best performing model (MKL-Gaussian) could identify MCI patients who progressed to AD dementia within 18 months of baseline with substantially higher accuracy than patients who progressed after 18 months. Thus, CF and MRI markers appear to be most sensitive to incipient AD during the 18 months prior to the onset of dementia. This finding is consistent with the AD biomarker model proposed by Jack and colleagues \[[@pone.0138866.ref067]\], which states that different biomarkers have unique temporal trajectories and may be optimally sensitive to AD-related changes during specific time periods. While clinical measures and markers of neuronal injury (e.g. MRI-based atrophy) become abnormal during later stages of AD and may be useful for predicting short-term progression, markers of amyloid deposition become abnormal early and may be more useful for predicting long-term progression.

Cognitive, Functional, and MRI Predictors {#sec023}
-----------------------------------------

The predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression identified in the multi-source models included baseline scores on cognitive (ADAS-Cog and RAVLT) and functional (FAQ) assessments as well as morphometric measures for three brain regions (left hippocampus, middle temporal gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex). The selection of ADAS-Cog scores as predictors, in addition to RAVLT scores, suggests that baseline impairment in multiple cognitive domains--not just memory function--is predictive of future progression to dementia. Consistent with this finding, previous studies have reported that MCI patients with both memory and non-memory deficits have a greater risk of progression to AD dementia than those with isolated memory deficits \[[@pone.0138866.ref068]\]. A large meta-analysis also concluded that impairments across multiple cognitive domains are evident several years prior to the clinical diagnosis of AD-type dementia \[[@pone.0138866.ref069]\]. Alternatively, impairment in multiple cognitive domains, as measured by performance on the ADAS-Cog, can be viewed as reflecting a more advanced MCI stage. In this "late" MCI stage, the patient is further along the normal-MCI-dementia continuum and closer to crossing the clinical threshold from MCI to dementia. The selection of FAQ scores as predictors indicates that a subtle but reliable impairment in functional status precedes the development of overt dementia in patients with MCI. This finding challenges one of the principal distinctions between MCI (as defined by the original Petersen/Mayo Clinic criteria) and dementia--whether the ability to perform activities of daily living is preserved \[[@pone.0138866.ref032]\].

It is important to note that in this study, MCI subjects recruited as part of ADNI-1 were diagnosed based on the original Petersen (Mayo Clinic) criteria for amnestic MCI \[[@pone.0138866.ref032]\]. Thus, MCI subjects were limited to those with memory-only impairments (without significant impairments in other cognitive domains), also termed single-domain amnestic MCI, and those with preserved activities of daily living. Nevertheless, our results suggest that, even among these MCI patients diagnosed using the single-domain amnestic MCI definition, subtle impairments in both cognitive domains in addition to memory and in functional status were predictive of MCI-to-AD progression. Importantly, our results provide empirical support to the most recently revised clinical criteria for MCI, where the concept of "MCI due to AD" is proposed to include "impairment in one or more cognitive domains" and an allowance for "mild problems performing complex functional tasks" \[[@pone.0138866.ref070]\].

The selection of hippocampus, middle temporal gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex as predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression is consistent with the known pattern of grey matter atrophy associated with incipient AD, which begins in the medial temporal lobes and then spreads to temporoparietal association cortices \[[@pone.0138866.ref071]\]. In both the single-source MRI and multi-source models, morphometric MRI features were selected as predictors with a preference toward the left hemisphere, consistent with evidence that AD-related atrophy occurs at a faster rate in the left hemisphere \[[@pone.0138866.ref071]\].

Effect of Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) on Model Performance {#sec024}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of MKL on model performance was modest in this study. MKL did not improve classification accuracy but modestly improved the calibration of the multi-source model when using five Gaussian kernels. We used a relatively small number (3--5) of kernels in our MKL models, which could account for the limited benefit we observed with MKL. Using a larger number of kernels, as done in some recent studies (e.g. \[[@pone.0138866.ref023]\]), could yield additional improvements in predictive performance.

Comparison with Models in the Literature {#sec025}
----------------------------------------

[Table 3](#pone.0138866.t003){ref-type="table"} shows that our best prediction model (AUC = 0.87, accuracy = 79.9%) performed very favorably compared with recently published models. For better compatibility with the present study, we limit this comparison to studies that used baseline data from the ADNI dataset to predict MCI-to-AD progression within a 24--48 month follow-up period. By incorporating CF markers along with other biomarkers (as done in our study), recent studies have achieved AUCs in the 0.80--0.87 range. Gomar et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref035]\] attained an AUC of 0.80 by combining CF and MRI markers in a logistic regression model. Cui et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref026]\] also attained an AUC of 0.80 by combining CF, MRI, and CSF markers using an SVM classifier, although they trained their model on data from healthy control and AD subjects rather than on MCI data as we did. Ye et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref072]\] developed an SVM-based model that included CF and MRI markers as well as *APOE* genotype, obtaining an AUC of 0.86. Devanand et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref073]\] proposed a logistic regression model that incorporated CF and MRI markers and had an AUC of 0.87 (77% accuracy), although the predictive accuracy of this model was reported to be higher (85%) in an earlier and smaller, single-center, non-ADNI study \[[@pone.0138866.ref074]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0138866.t003

###### Comparison of models for predicting MCI-to-AD progression.

![](pone.0138866.t003){#pone.0138866.t003g}

  Study                    Time (months)   Markers          AUC-ROC   Acc (%)   Sn (%)   Sp (%)
  ------------------------ --------------- ---------------- --------- --------- -------- --------
  *Present study*          36              CF, MRI          0.87      79.9      83.4     76.4
  Cui et al. (2011)        24              CF, MRI, CSF     0.80      67.1      96.4     48.3
  Gomar et al. (2011)      24              CF, MRI          0.80      71.9      56       82
  Hinrichs et al. (2011)   36              MRI, PET         0.74      ---       ---      ---
  Westman et al. (2012)    36              MRI, CSF         0.76      68.5      74.1     63.0
  Ye et al. (2012)         48              CF, MRI, APOE    0.86      ---       ---      ---
  Zhang and Shen (2012)    24              MRI, PET, CSF    0.80      73.9      68.6     73.6
  Wee et al. (2013)        36              MRI              0.84      75.1      63.5     84.4
  Young et al. (2013)      36              MRI, PET, APOE   0.80      74.1      78.7     65.6

AUC = area under the curve, Acc = accuracy, Sn = sensitivity, Sp = specificity, CF = cognitive/functional markers, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, CSF = cerebrospinal fluid, PET = positron emission tomography, APOE = apolipoprotein E genotype.

Other recent studies using the ADNI dataset have developed models based on various combinations of MRI, PET, and CSF markers, attaining AUCs in the 0.74--0.80 range \[[@pone.0138866.ref023],[@pone.0138866.ref024],[@pone.0138866.ref028],[@pone.0138866.ref075]\]. Similar to our study, Young et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref075]\] also used a probabilistic kernel-based classification approach for predicting MCI-to-AD progression. Their best performing model incorporated MRI, PET, and *APOE* markers and had an AUC of 0.80 (74.1% accuracy). Two methodological differences may account for the superior predictive accuracy of our model compared to that of Young et al. Unlike their model, our model incorporated CF markers. Moreover, while their model was trained on data from healthy control and AD subjects (and then used to classify MCI subjects), we trained our model using MCI data to specifically classify N-MCI and P-MCI subjects. Using a model that incorporated only baseline MRI data, Wee et al. \[[@pone.0138866.ref076]\] were able to predict MCI-to-AD progression with surprisingly high accuracy (AUC = 0.84). Although we achieved better accuracy with our multi-source model, the MRI model of Wee et al. significantly outperformed our single-source MRI model (AUC = 0.76). In addition to using ROI-based morphometric features (as we did in our study), they also used correlational features that captured the inter-regional similarity in cortical thickness, potentially providing a way to improve our prediction model in the future. Finally, the predictive accuracy of our model was not only high but also fairly balanced with a sensitivity/specificity differential of only 7%, which compares favorably with recent studies where this differential was as high as 48%.

Importance of Patient Heterogeneity {#sec026}
-----------------------------------

We found that the predictive accuracy of our multi-source model (MKL-Gaussian) varied with demographic, genetic, and clinical characteristics even though none of these variables were selected as predictors of progression. For example, accuracy tended to be higher when classifying older MCI patients but lower for carriers of the *APOE* epsilon 4 allele. A possible mechanism for this interaction between predictive accuracy and patient characteristics is that variables such as age and *APOE* genotype may be exerting moderator effects on the CF and MRI predictors in our model. Supporting this explanation is evidence that aging and AD exert independent but partially overlapping effects on cognitive function and brain structure, including converging effects on the hippocampus and temporoparietal cortex \[[@pone.0138866.ref077],[@pone.0138866.ref078]\]. In the case of *APOE* genotype, epsilon 4 allele has been linked with temporal lobe atrophy, an effect seen even in healthy control subjects \[[@pone.0138866.ref079]\]. We did not explicitly account for such potential moderator effects in our classification analyses, as this was beyond the scope of our study. However, we did consider patient characteristics such as age and *APOE* genotype as predictors of progression and examined their interaction with other predictor variables insofar as these interactions were identified using the JMI-based multivariate feature selection technique used in this study. Future studies may be able to improve predictive accuracy further by removing moderator-related variability from the data via stratification or regression methods \[[@pone.0138866.ref080]\]. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that it is important to consider the effects of patient heterogeneity when developing predictive models of dementia. It is not safe to assume that a model performs equally well across different strata of the patient population. An analysis of predictive accuracy stratified according to various patient characteristics could identify if the model performs poorly for specific subgroups of individuals and highlight areas for improvement.

Probabilistic Classification of MCI: Advantages and Applications {#sec027}
----------------------------------------------------------------

A unique aspect of this study is our adoption of a probabilistic kernel-based classifier (pMKL) for the prediction of MCI-to-dementia progression. Calibration analysis revealed that the probabilistic predictions generated by our model reliably reflect the actual risk of progression. Thus, the model could be used to stratify MCI patients according to the risk of progression. The probabilistic predictions also reflected some information about the time to progression for P-MCI patients, a surprising finding since the model was not explicitly trained to predict time to progression but rather to classify P-MCI versus N-MCI subjects. It may be possible to adapt our pattern classification approach to explicitly predict time to progression, which would allow staging of MCI patients along the MCI-AD continuum.

Importantly, we showed that the probabilistic outputs could be used as a measure of predictive confidence to further improve the accuracy of the model. When using the model in conventional, non-probabilistic mode, where no information about predictive confidence was taken into account, we obtained an accuracy of 79.9% (83.4% sensitivity, 76.4% specificity). When using the model in probabilistic mode, where predictions were allowed to be made only for the top \~73% most confident patient cases, we obtained an improved accuracy of 87.4% (91.7% sensitivity, 83.2% specificity). By assuming a 30% risk of progression over a three-year period (\~10% annually) as the pre-test probability \[[@pone.0138866.ref003],[@pone.0138866.ref006]\], we obtain positive post-test probabilities of 60.2% (non-probabilistic) and 70.1% (probabilistic) and a negative post-test probabilities of 8.5% (non-probabilistic) and 4.1% (probabilistic) via application of Bayes\' rule (\[[@pone.0138866.ref029]\]. This means that 60.2% (non-probabilistic) and 70.1% (probabilistic) of amnestic MCI patients that our model designates as "progressors" would progress to dementia within a three-year period. Conversely, only 8.5% (non-probabilistic) and 4.1% (probabilistic) of patients that our model designates as "non-progressors" would progress to dementia within a three-year period.

Our probabilistic prognostic model could be used to stratify MCI patients into high and low risk groups as a way to enrich a patient sample in a clinical trial, resulting in up to a 57% reduction in the required sample size to detect the effect of a potential treatment. The extent of amyloid deposition in the brain based on CSF proteomic analysis or PET imaging is already being used as a biomarker to select "amyloid positive" individuals in clinical trials. For example, the ongoing A4 clinical trial (Anti-Amyloid Treatment in Asymptomatic Alzheimer's Disease) is designed to examine whether an anti-amyloid treatment can slow down cognitive decline among non-demented older adults who have amyloid deposition in their brains, as determined using PET-based amyloid scans \[[@pone.0138866.ref081]\]. Our predictive model offers an alternative approach for selection of individuals at risk for developing AD in clinical trials. The model could also be used to more accurately identify high-risk MCI patients for early treatment with disease-modifying agents. In cases where the model cannot make a confident prediction, the clinician can then choose to order additional biomarker tests. Through the use of our prognostic model, more expensive, more invasive, or less widely available tests (e.g. PET-based amyloid imaging) could thus be used more sparingly, to the great benefit of the healthcare economy and the patients.

Limitations and Future Directions {#sec028}
---------------------------------

An inherent limitation of this and other pattern classification studies using the ADNI dataset is the reliance on the clinical diagnosis of AD as the \"ground truth\" (gold standard). The clinical diagnosis of probable AD has an accuracy of 70--90% relative to the pathological diagnosis \[[@pone.0138866.ref082]\] The implication of this is that models developed to predict progression from MCI to clinically-diagnosed AD can only be as accurate as the clinical diagnosis itself. Also, the relative uncertainty of the clinical diagnosis means that additional variability (noise) is introduced into the model development process, making the prediction task more challenging. Furthermore, the use of clinical criteria to identify when MCI-to-AD progression occurs may in part explain why baseline clinical assessments--which capture similar information--are often more predictive of progression than other types of biomarkers. We recognize that there may be potential concern about circular reasoning when using clinical assessment scores as predictors of MCI-to-dementia progression. However, we believe the prospective nature of the clinical assessments as predictors in the present study (which were collected 6--36 months prior to the clinical outcome of interest) substantially mitigates this concern. To further address these issues, future research on predictive models of AD should incorporate not only data from clinically-diagnosed patients but also from those diagnosed using established pathological criteria.

Another limitation of this study is the relatively short follow-up period of three years. Although the development of prognostic models for long-term dementia prediction is warranted, short-term dementia prediction can be useful for selecting high-risk MCI patients in clinical trials. For example, some recent clinical trials investigating disease-modifying anti-amyloid agents for the treatment (e.g. \[[@pone.0138866.ref083]\]) or prevention (e.g. \[[@pone.0138866.ref081]\]) of AD have been 1.5 and 3 years in duration, respectively. It is also important to note that the majority of MCI patients who subsequently develop AD-type dementia do so within the first few years of follow-up \[[@pone.0138866.ref084]\]. Finally, although in this study we considered only the *APOE* genotype as a generic predictor of progression, genome-wide association studies have been used to identify several other genes that likely contribute to the development of AD \[[@pone.0138866.ref085]\]. These AD-related susceptibility genes should be investigated in future work to determine their utility in predicting MCI-to-dementia progression.

The present work can be extended in several ways. First, our model was developed using data only from patients with the single-domain amnestic subtype of MCI, based on the inclusion criteria of ADNI-1. Thus, the use of this relatively narrow inclusion criteria means that multiple-domain amnestic MCI patients, who tend to be more severely impaired and likely closer in their transition to AD-type dementia, were excluded. From a predictive modeling standpoint, the exclusion of these MCI cases likely made the task of predicting MCI-to-dementia progression more challenging. To enhance the clinical utility of our predictive model, future work should incorporate data from patients with both amnestic and non-amnestic as well as single-domain and multiple-domain MCI subtypes. Second, our model was specifically designed to predict progression from MCI to AD. In practice, there are multiple other types of dementia in addition to AD (e.g. dementia with Lewy bodies, frontotemporal dementia, vascular dementia), and many cases of dementia are of a mixed etiology (e.g. AD combined with vascular dementia). The probabilistic pattern classification approach adopted in this study can be naturally extended for use in the differential diagnosis of dementia, such that a multi-class classifier could be designed to assign a probability for each type of dementia. Third, we considered only clinical, structural MRI, and plasma proteomic data in this study. Our pattern classification approach could also be applied to biomarker sources such as CSF, PET, and other neuroimaging data. The incorporation of imaging measures of brain connectivity, such as those based on diffusion tensor imaging \[[@pone.0138866.ref086]\] and resting-state functional MRI \[[@pone.0138866.ref087]\], may add further predictive information to our model. Furthermore, the incorporation of PET-based amyloid imaging \[[@pone.0138866.ref088]\] may be particularly useful for improving our model\'s ability to identify MCI patients who progress to AD more than 18 months after baseline. Finally, we evaluated the predictive performance of our models using cross-validation, a form of internal validation in which a model is developed and evaluated using the same dataset. As the next step, it will be important to externally validate our model on an independent dataset \[[@pone.0138866.ref018],[@pone.0138866.ref059]\].

Conclusions {#sec029}
===========

In summary, we developed a model for predicting progression from MCI to AD-type dementia during a three-year period using a probabilistic, kernel-based pattern classification approach and data from 259 patients with MCI. Using cognitive/functional markers and morphometric MRI markers, the model predicted progression in individual patients with a cross-validated accuracy of 80% and reliably estimated the actual risk of progression. The predictive accuracy of the model varied with demographic, genetic, and clinical characteristics and could be further improved by taking into account the confidence of the predictions. Our prognostic model can potentially improve patient selection in clinical trials and identify high-risk MCI patients for early treatment.
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###### Comparison between included (n = 259) and excluded (n = 131) MCI subjects on baseline predictor variables.

Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. No group differences were found for any of the predictor variables (all P \> 0.4). Vol. = volume, CT = cortical thickness, ADAS-Cog = Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive sub-scale, FAQ = Functional Activities Questionnaire, RAVLT = Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test, L. = Left, Constr. = Constructional
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###### Cross-validated performance estimates for single-kernel (5) and multiple-kernel (6--9) multi-source models.

In terms of classification accuracy (T-BAR), the CONCAT model performed similarly to MKL-LPG, MKL-Poly, and MKL-Gaussian models (all P \> 0.3, paired-sample t-test) and outperformed the MKL-Linear model (P \< 0.001). While MKL-LPG and MKL-Poly models were as equally well-calibrated as the CONCAT model (as indicated by the CCC; both P \> 0.2), the MKL-Linear model was less well calibrated (P \< 0.01) and the MKL-Gaussian model was better calibrated (P \< 0.05) than the CONCAT model.
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